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comparison test

mono power amplifiers

EMC TIP

Musway One600

Undisturbed radio reception
4/2021

Musway have recently produced
amplifiers that are completely up to date.
We recently tested the Four and Six

for the internal operating voltage and
we find careful filtering both on the

BMW and Mercedes are installed.

current terminals and on the output side.

In the measurement laboratory, the

very successfully and in addition to our

The equipment including cinch outputs

Musway turns out to be clean and low

One600 there is also their big sister

and remote control is complete, there

in distortion and the performance is also right.

are also high-level inputs with automatic

It is even 1 ohm stable and extremely

One1000.

powerful at 658 W. But the performance

the fun factor is taken care of.

Our 600 is also pretty and modern. The

is also right at 2 ohms (407 W) and 4

All in all, a performance without

components cavort in the extremely

ohms (217 W).

switch-on and diagnostics bypass.

compact aluminum housing, although
the underside of the multi-layer circuit
board is also populated.

A special feature is that you can switch
off all crossovers and filters, then the
One600 runs up to 1 kHz and can also
drive 3-way woofers, like those in

sound
The sound performance of the small
Musway is also consistent.

A respectable mains transformer takes care of that

On the subwoofer, she forgets her small
size and shows who is in charge with
grown woofers. She manages to build
Nicely made heatsink with
rounded edges, tidy inside and
with
Thick wire coils

mistakes, so that the Musway is highly
recommended for everyday use.

up pressure very nicely, so that too

valuation
Price

around 300 euros

sound
laboratory

Practice

20% 1.1 ÿÿÿÿÿÿ
55% 1.5 ÿÿÿÿÿ ÿ
25% 1.1 ÿÿÿÿÿÿ

Musway One600

Upper class 1.3
4/21

Price / offer: Very good

"Very balanced and up to date."

